A critical problem in the decision making process for dental prosthodontic treatment is the lack of reliable clinical parameters. This review discusses the limits of traditional normative treatment and presents guidelines for clinical decision making. There is a need to incorporate a sociodental approach to help determine patient’s needs. Adoption of the evidence-based clinical practice model is also needed to assure safe and effective clinical practice in prosthetic dentistry.
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INTRODUCTION

Prosthodontic rehabilitation of partially or completely edentulous patients is important in clinical practice, since the definitive treatment can improve oral function, esthetics and quality of life of most patients. Despite the great decline in dental caries and tooth loss in the last decades, it is believed that there will be an increased demand for prosthodontic care in the future.

It is reasonable to consider that not all patients with tooth loss need prosthodontic care. Recent evidence suggests that a missing tooth does not imply need for dental treatment. Although prosthetic replacement of any missing tooth seems unequivocal from the clinicians’ point of view, deciding a patient’s prosthetic needs is definitely not a simple task.

Traditionally, determination of prosthodontic treatment options and selection of treatment have been considered part of the practitioner’s professional responsibility. In contemporary clinical practice, patients are increasingly assuming an active role in determining their actual treatment needs, by stating their expectations and desires. Similarly, new professional requirements derived from the evidence-based practice model demand clinical approaches that are effective and safe.

Inconsistencies among clinicians’ treatment decisions have a financial impact and ultimately can affect clinical viability of the treatment outcome. Therefore, an improvement in professional ability to identify patients reasons for intervention is required for a better clinical practice. Problems observed in clinical practice such as different approaches to treat similar situations and failures
in evaluating risk factors can lead to ethical problems and litigation. This is particularly important when intervention decisions are made.

The aim of this review is to discuss a set of social and individual factors that influence determination of treatment needs in order to substantiate a sociodental approach and evidence-based decision making process in prosthetic dentistry.

**Decision making problems in prosthodontics**

Factors that influence need and demand for prosthetic treatment are not properly recognized and seldom considered by dentists. Additionally, variations in clinical decisions are almost ubiquitous, and efficacy, effectiveness and cost-benefit parameters are important aspects of intervention that are poorly understood in restorative dentistry. Prosthetic treatment is not uniquely limited to technical aspects. Indeed, it includes multidimensional aspects of patient perceived needs, desires and expectations. When these aspects are neglected, a conflict between the amount and extent of treatment dentists believe patients should receive and what patients themselves perceive as treatment need is frequently observed. Patients usually tend to be more positive regarding their oral health. This subjective perception by patients is relevant and professionals should change from making unilateral decisions, and consider the patients’ point of view before any treatment decision is made.

This is not, however, a usual practice in dentistry since clinical decisions bear very little relationship to rational decision making. Patients have little influence in treatment prescription made by experienced professionals to whom technical aspects outweigh patient-related factors. Moreover, traditional clinical practice greatly emphasizes and overestimates technical solutions to oral health problems. Treating diseases after they have occurred is frequently ineffective, iatrogenic, palliative and high-cost. None of these interventions are directed at the cause of the problem or centered on preventive strategies. On the contrary, the customary option towards complex and irreversible techniques is not sufficient to permanently limit structural damage or reduce future risks of disease, and greatly increases the risk of overtreatment and other iatrogenic outcomes.

Another facet of this problem is the limited survival of prosthetic treatment and risks associated to its clinical performance. Rigid clinical protocols that reinforce the importance of follow-up and rigorous maintenance of treatment can be considered a clear evidence of the transitory nature of restorative prosthetic solutions. According to Sheiham, “the question is not will they go bad, it is when. So they monitor constantly”. This is particularly true when invasive conventional treatment is provided, but certainly not necessary for osseointegrated implants when clinical favorable conditions are present.

The unique restorative approach does not seem to be always necessary. It is quite ineffective and inefficient to control oral diseases and tooth loss, and it is usually too costly and at best, palliative. In contrast, an approach directed towards limitation of restorative interventions to the minimum necessary may be considered the standard approach in prosthodontic treatment. Studies in patients with shortened dental arches (limited to four occluding pairs of premolars) have demonstrated that masticatory function, comfort and occlusal stability can be satisfactory to fulfill patients’ needs, specially in older adults.

Additionally, the traditional view that an incomplete dentition invariably results in functional deficits and dysfunctional disorders of the masticatory system has been seriously questioned. A reduced dentition (less than 28 teeth) can accomplish functional needs, and the demand for prosthetic replacement is deeply associated to the position of the lost teeth. For example, in the majority of patients, esthetics (related to the presence of anterior teeth) is far more important than function (related to the presence of posterior teeth). There is a positive correlation between tooth position and patient satisfaction with the mouth. The presence of an intact anterior sextant and at least three premolars in occlusion are the best predictors of satisfaction.

In contrast, the consequences of not replacing a missing tooth, traditionally viewed as a compromise to occlusal function and stability, are less hazardous than once thought. Movement of teeth adjacent to posterior edentulous spaces is usually gradual and minor, even when considered in a long-term perspective. Shortened edentulous areas bound by natural dentition do not lead to inevitable arch collapse resulting from the movement of adjacent teeth and immediate prosthodontic replacement is not critical for occlusal stability and periodontal health. The survival of teeth adjacent to untreated posterior edentulous spaces is not positively influenced by conventional prosthodontic treatment, especially when a removable partial denture is the treatment option. On the other hand, additional information is needed to substantiate non-intervention in patients with large edentulous areas.

The fundamentals of decision making in prosthetic dentistry should be carefully analyzed. The current interventionist model has serious shortcomings. A cost-effective and successful treatment requires a change from the widespread beliefs of technological-restorative dental care towards clear strategies for health promotion.

Dentists traditionally have a normative view of prosthodontic treatment planning, assuming almost exclusively the responsibility of addressing treatment decisions. Consequently, a mismatch may exist between patients’ desires and expectations and the actual treatment provided by the dentist. Even when patients include their personal preferences or financial condition in the treatment planning, other relevant factors are rarely considered such as the impact of these decisions on quality of life, the readiness of updated scientific evidence of intervention efficacy, and the likelihood of a successful long-term outcome.

Normative systems for determination of prosthetic treatment needs usually disregard social aspects. Little or
no value is given to how oral condition affect patients’ daily life or if the patients can change behavior to facilitate a real health gain. Instead, determination of need for prosthetic intervention is mainly, and sometimes only, defined by the absence of the teeth or the extent to which patient’s occlusion deviates from an arbitrary norm. These criteria are generally dictated by professional preference or convenience and may result in problems in treatment outcome.

**A sociodental approach of dental needs in prosthodontics**

The normative approach is primarily guided by the accessed clinical health state assessed or physical impairment, while the sociodental approach is multidimensional and involves a strategic mediation of several aspects of patient’s perceived need and potential risks and benefits of intervention. In cases of prosthodontic treatment of an edentulous posterior space (tooth bounded or shortened dental arch), an obvious conflict is generated from these two perspectives, as shown in Table 1.

Assessment of perceived need in sociodental approach is focused on problem-solving. Tooth loss (structural impairment) can, but not necessarily, lead to food avoidance or reduced nutritional intake (functional limitation), or result in emotional distress, social or professional deprivation (psychological discomfort). If the dentist is not prepared to properly identify these needs, clinical decisions are based on idiosyncratic choices that often lead to overtreatment. Previous studies confirmed that clinical decisions that involve restorative treatment are frequently variable, conflicting and poorly defined.

Overtreatment and increasing complexity of treatment are common aspects of normative approach. Great differences in estimated need of prosthetic treatment in elderly patients were observed when comparing normative and sociodental approaches. Special attention should be paid to extensive and aggressive restorative approaches, which may be unnecessary or inappropriate. When financial restrictions are mandatory, decisions based on social determinants are clearly more rational, cost-effective and safe, since priority is given to conservative, less invasive and less expensive solutions. Inequality of access to effective dental care is also reduced.

Minimal intervention prosthodontics can be considered a treatment option for a country’s overall dental health care plan, mainly in developing countries that are under significant pressure to effectively utilize limited resources, to increase skilled human resources, and to provide advanced levels of care to very large number of patients.

An exclusive normative approach should only be used when a patient’s condition is potentially life threatening or when progressive derangement is identified, like active

---

**TABLE 1 - A normative (traditional) approach versus a sociodental approach in prosthetic treatment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Normative</th>
<th>Sociodental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Determination of treatment need</td>
<td>Based on morphological criteria: teeth absence or other aspect that does not fulfill an arbitrary norm</td>
<td>Based on patient’s perceived need in addition to normative assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aims of treatment</td>
<td>Addressed to physical impairment and restoration of complete dental arches</td>
<td>Addressed to a problem-solving treatment plan and restoration or preservation of functional dental arches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous assumptions for intervention or non-intervention</td>
<td>Tooth loss is potentially harmful to arch stability, chewing efficiency and functional balance of the masticatory system.</td>
<td>There is reliable evidence of long-term health maintenance for dentitions with posterior untreated edentulous spaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basis for intervention</td>
<td>Considers clinical and technical aspects like:</td>
<td>Considers multidimensional aspects like:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Professional expertise and priorities</td>
<td>· Potential individual risks of intervention or non-intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Financial situation of the patient</td>
<td>· Proven efficacy of treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>· Cost-benefit relation in terms of health gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>· Patient’s propensity to maintain a positive health behavior after treatment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
caries, or when a future rehabilitation can be unfeasible. In such cases, immediate intervention is obligatory.

Another pitfall of prosthetic normative care is the lack of available reliable clinical evidence of the efficacy of interventions. Clinical performance of materials and restorative techniques is poorly known and primary based on anecdotal information. A large part of past prosthetic literature is not evidence-based and a diversity of treatments is justified only on the basis of weak case series and case report designs. Additionally, properly conducted randomized controlled clinical trials, which provide the most reliable basis for evaluating the effectiveness of treatment interventions, are scarce and commonly subject to bias.

The clinical application of a sociodental approach in prosthodontics

The majority of studies about clinical decision making process do not refer to prosthetic treatment. However, similar clinical questions are present in prosthetic care as in other areas of dentistry or medical care. These questions focus on specific clinical decisions like “when to intervene or not intervene?”, “what should be the level of intervention?”, “what materials and techniques should be chosen?”, “what are the potential risks and expected benefits of the proposed treatment?”.

In many instances, the final treatment decision is a function of what therapy options are offered to the patient (provider’s preference), and which treatment the patient finds most appealing (consumer’s preference) in respect to cost, esthetic improvement and treatment complexity. This simplistic view produces a limited understanding of treatment outcome. A broader measure of appropriateness of treatment approaches may encompass a determination of the level of intervention. Prosthetic care, as a rule, allows multiple treatment choices. Therefore, clinical decision may vary from a very extensive intervention to a very limited one (or even no intervention). Multidimensional aspects of needs assessment and determination, that involves both the clinician and the patient, may guide clinical decisions, and can be summarized as follows and in Table 2:

1. Patient’s chief complaint: assessment of present dental status, self-perceived needs and susceptibilities, priorities for care, perception of symptoms, and feelings of threat of disease, as well as professional’s identification and judicious assessment of normative needs.
3. Patient’s preferences: evaluation of patient’s previous concepts and beliefs about prosthetic alternatives, and attitudes in response to proposed treatment plans; if necessary, unrealistic thoughts may be changed by a through professional orientation.
4. Impact of intervention on patient’s quality of life: evaluation of the potential influence of treatment on daily activities and interference with social environment.
5. The likelihood of a favorable prognosis for the individual patient: the probability of success and long-term survival of treatment.
6. Patient’s ability in maintaining a healthy oral condition after treatment: involves individual’s potential for increased dental health care, promoted and supported by appropriate dental health education.
8. Patient’s capacity to handle the stress associated to all stages of treatment, mainly associated with extensive and invasive approaches.
9. The availability of financial resources, manpower, technical support, and professional’s skills to perform the proposed treatment plan (in some cases referral is advised).

These determinant factors should always be considered as playing an important role in a successful prognosis. More aggressive care levels may be selected only if a strong supporting rationale takes into account these determinants in diagnosis and treatment planning.

A comprehensive evaluation of these issues may lead to the choice of “the best possible therapy” for the individual patient, and practical clinical guidelines can be recommended in order to improve consistency among clinical providers of prosthetic care (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>Practitioners’ checklist of multidimensional aspects of prosthetic needs assessment and treatment decisions (see details in text)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Determine patient’s chief complaint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Evaluate patient’s desires and expectations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Identify patient’s preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Explore the possible impact of intervention on patient’s quality of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Assess the likelihood of a favorable prognosis for the individual patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Evaluate patient’s ability in maintaining a healthy oral condition after treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Evaluate the realistic viability of other treatment alternatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Patient’s ability to cope with the stress of selected treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Check the availability of financial resources, manpower, technical support and professional skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FUTURE NEEDS

Definite evidence supporting different prosthodontic treatment options are lacking. If many clinical decisions rely on professional experience and clinical skills, inherent confounding factors like uncertainty, errors, and divergence of opinions, motives and personal values weaken the link between the patient’s actual condition and the appropriate selection of treatment. Many of these uncertainties demand efforts toward and focusing decisions on evidence-based practice. This implies a shift from the traditional paradigm that overemphasizes technological solutions in favor of strategies for health promotion. A reasonable search and use of best external scientific evidence must include a clear definition of the clinical problem, a systematic search for high quality evidence in the literature, critical judgment to decide the validity and appropriateness of the available evidences and a continuing critical appraisal of the clinical practice routine.

Patients and insurers demand assurance of treatment effectiveness. Currently, information is freely and easily available to patients and, as a result, litigation is increasing. Furthermore, misuse of financial and skilled human resources is no longer acceptable. Decisions guided by a sociodental approach comply with these new demands of health care, avoiding overtreatment and the questionable efficacy, effectiveness, and cost-benefit of traditional clinical practice.

CONCLUSIONS

Despite the limitations of existing knowledge and the need for further research, the following conclusions can be drawn regarding sociodental approach in prosthetic treatment decision making:

1. Traditional normative measures of need usually fail to accurately assess prosthetic treatment need for an individual patient.
2. The incorporation of a sociodental approach to decision making process is essential to accomplish a contemporary comprehensive prosthetic treatment planning.
3. There is limited information about the actual

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention level</th>
<th>Indicated for patients…</th>
<th>Nature of intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very extensive</td>
<td>… with urgent prosthetic needs (functional or pathological or esthetic), and that can withstand extensive invasive treatments with a positive prognosis. Only strongly positive factors justify this level of intervention.</td>
<td>Extensive and complex fixed prosthodontics, associated or not to surgical procedures (including advanced surgery for implants).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensive</td>
<td>… with substantial needs (functional, pathologic or aesthetic), adequate financial condition, and ability to tolerate stress associated to invasive and extensive treatments.</td>
<td>Moderate extensive fixed prostheses, associated or not to surgical interventions, and treatments involving advanced removable prostheses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediary</td>
<td>… that require some extensive intervention, as benefit is adjusted for risk (like caries risk or periodontal disease).</td>
<td>Basic treatment involving removable or fixed prostheses and basic surgical procedures. Professional may be challenged to develop creative alternatives to more extensive traditional treatments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>… with financial constraints, limited ability to handle with stress or experiencing a significant decline in health status. Projected risks of traditional intervention restrict potential benefits.</td>
<td>Extensive treatments may be inappropriate. Treatment approach should only be sufficient to minimize future dental problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very limited</td>
<td>… with extremely limited resources. Most traditional interventions that pose a serious risk or limited outcomes are very questionable.</td>
<td>Minimal and low-stress interventions or even not to perform any invasive treatment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
adequacy, safety, efficacy and effectiveness of most of prosthetic interventions.

4. There is a noticeable need for a widespread adoption of evidence-based clinical practice in prosthetic dentistry.
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